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Linq by Jonathan Prestwich  
 
Since its original introduction, Linq has been recognized for its organic flowing shapes inspired by nature and materials 

specifically chosen for comfort. Together, Davis Furniture and Jonathan Prestwich reworked and evolved this beloved task 

chair into a more refined, upscale conference seating option. Remaining faithful to Linq’s original concept, this new edition 

further complements how we live and work. This fully upholstered evolution of the Linq chair includes a mechanism that 

intuitively mimics the body’s natural movement combined with an upholstered molded-foam seat and back.  

 

“This latest release of Linq remains faithful to the original concept while broadening the range of the collection.” – Jonathan 

Prestwich 
 

Still available in the comfortable, flexible and breathable knit fabrics while prioritizing the user-centric design, the Linq 

Collection is now available in a fully upholstered option, refining the look and feel of the original introduction. This simple 

and exciting new addition significantly extends Linq’s design capabilities, allowing the chair to slide effortlessly into any 

office, conference room, or common work area. No longer just a task chair, the new Linq chair delivers increased flexibility 

and dynamic support and comfort for all day use. 

 

After finishing school with a degree in industrial design, Jonathan Prestwich started his design career in Boston, 

Massachusetts where he stayed briefly before heading to France to work with renowned designer, Burkhard Vogtherr. After 

six years with Burkhard as his mentor, Jonathan moved to London where he opened his own studio. Jonathan has brought 



www.davisfurniture.com 

his experience together with a desire to make products for the next generation of users, fusing influences from nature and 

modern technology, with a goal to create simple, elegant and innovative products. Jonathan has designed many of Davis 

Furniture’s award-winning products including LightWork, M75, Linq, Techniq, Q6 and JP Lounge, among many others. 

 

Founded in 1944, Davis Furniture is a leading voice in the contract furniture industry focused on placing Design at the center 

of every initiative while looking to the future of the workplace. Davis offers cutting-edge, innovative and aesthetically 

pleasing products designed and manufactured to benefit the functionality of the user and the interior. This fourth-

generation, family-operated company continues to maintain the highest corporate integrity, a devoted loyalty to its 

customers and a never-ending dedication to design. 
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